Renal BOLD MRI in patients with chronic kidney disease: comparison of the semi-automated twelve layer concentric objects (TLCO) and manual ROI methods.
Blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) MRI technique is used to evaluate changes in intra-renal oxygenation in chronic kidney disease (CKD). The purpose of this study was to evaluate if the novel twelve layer concentric objects (TLCO) method has advantages over the manually defined regions of interest (ROI) analysis. Existing renal BOLD MRI data acquired before and after furosemide on a 3 T scanner from 41 CKD patients and 13 age matched healthy controls were analyzed using TLCO method and compared with previously reported ROI analysis. Regional R2* measurements were strongly correlated between the two methods, while ΔR2* was moderately correlated. Medullary R2* by ROI analysis showed higher values compared to R2*_Inner by TLCO, probably due to the contributions from the cortex to R2*_Inner. R2*_Slope and Δ(R2*_Slope), unique parameters based on the TLCO method provided the most significant differences between stage 3a CKD patients and controls and were correlated with eGFR. There was a high degree of agreement between the two methods in terms of regional R2* measurements and both methods did not show differences between moderate CKD patients and controls. However, R2*_Slope and Δ(R2*_Slope) showed the largest sensitivity in distinguishing CKD from controls.